T4 TYPOGRAPHY, COLORS

HEADER H1
Teal, bold, all caps, 50pt  Color: #006F71; RGB: (0,111,113)

Header H2
Teal, bold, 45pt  Color: #006F71; RGB: (0,111,113)

Header H3
Bronze, bold, 38pt  Color: #A27752; RGB: (162,119,82)

Header H4
Bronze, bold, 28pt  Color: #A27752; RGB: (162,119,82)

Header H5
Black, light, 22pt

HEADER H6
Black, all caps, 18pt

Emphasis text in introduction box looks like this.
Black, light, 21pt (character limit in box is 320)

This is paragraph text; embedded links are **bold and teal**.
Black, light, 18pt / Links: Teal, bold, 18pt (no underscore)

Alternate Colors:
Light Blue/Grey: #E9F2F5; RGB (233,242,245)
Light Teal: #C7E9EE; RGB: (199,233,238)